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most successful, and will disappoint only those who happen to have decided a 
doubtful detail of interpretation i  a different sense. 
They choose to eliminate side effects of function designators by forbidding the 
use, within the bodies of the corresponding procedure declarations, of variables 
which are nonlocal and of assignments o formal parameters called by name. They 
evidently intend also to exclude calls of nonlocal procedures, which could produce 
such effects through assignments o variables nonloeal to their bodies, but this 
seems to have been overlooked (p. 142, section 7.4). Since the main use of function 
designators i as constituents of expressions where side effects are unnatural, and 
ordinary procedures are available for the general case, this is a reasonable de- 
cision. Function designators may not stand alone as procedure statements. The 
authors permit a parameter specified as a "function" procedure to be called by 
value, in which case its occurrences in the procedure body and its corresponding 
actual parameters must be parameterless function designators. 
As in the ALGOL Report, the treatment of input and output is separate from 
the rest of the language. Simple "pseudo instructions" are used to assign a single 
value from input and to transfer one to an output buffer. The output buffer is 
assumed to unload onto an external medium when full and also on receipt of a 
third kind of pseudo instruction, effectively "newline." Format is not discussed, 
nor is precision of arithmetic. 
The high standard of detail prompts the reviewer to mention a few minor 
blemishes. Footnote (53), p. 68, is mistaken because a negative integer exponent 
must give a real result. The array bounds are missing from the declaration for 
tabv in the examples on pp. 138 and 139. On p. 145, the variable "z" in the body 
of the declaration for f  should be "u," and the value of x after the second block 
should be 17. The expressions "(1)" on pp. 146-148 should remain as "n." The 
parameter F in Algorithms 31 and 36 should be specified rdel procedure, and the 
description of interpretation of nonintegral array bounds in Algorithm 12 omits 
the rounding off operation. 
The authors are preparing a treatise on the theory and practise of compilation, 
principally of ALGOL, intended for specialists in programming. This will show 
how a language may be constructed by adjunction, to a minimal nucleus, of suc- 
cessive means of expression which are in their nature not reducible to it. It should 
be worth waiting for. 
M.  WOODGER 
Ministry of Technology, 
National Physical Laboratory, 
Teddington, Middlesex. 
Failure-Tolerant Computer Design. By WILLIAM H. PIERCE. Academic 
Press, New York, 1965. 242 pp. 
This book presents, in a clear and readable style, some results about increasing 
the reliability of digital circuits by adding redundancy. The author begins by 
proving theorems on asymptotic relations between the r liability and the amount 
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of redundancy for some simple redundancy schemes. The next two chapters de- 
velop the theory of adaptive decision elements, i.e., vote takers which give differ- 
ent weights to different inputs depending on the error probability of the inputs, 
with the provision of modifying the weights according to past performance of 
the inputs. Chapter V deals with the author's generalization of quadded logic, ~ 
and Chapter VI with the Moore-Shannon treatment of crummy relays3 In Chap- 
ter VI the author illustrates the use of coding for reliability by giving an example 
of redundant designs of a shift register using a code of three irfformation bits and 
three check bits. In Chapter VIII  the author develops ome elementary results 
in the theory of Markov processes, and in Chapter IX he states his conclusions. 
The book ends with a bibliography, compiled by P. A. Jensen, which is quite ex- 
tensive, at least as far as work done in the United States is concerned. 
The author states in the preface that "the technical literature in the field of 
redundancy in computers i presently characterized by a variety of diverse atti- 
tudes and ideas. Lacking, regrettably, is unity. Consequently I have tried to bring 
some unity to this field, even though this required the omission of a number of ideas 
and attitudes" (italicized by reviewer). This seems a very questionable excuse for 
omitting much that was done in the field, as even a cursory comparison of the 
bibliography and the contents of the book reveals. The reviewer could not dis- 
cover any unifying approach in the book, and thus even the attempt of unifying 
the topics the author chose to treat, seems to have failed. 
Notable among the omissions is any discussion of increasing the reliability of 
the arithmetic unit, which is definitely apart of failure-tolerant computer design. 
In his conclusion chapter the author says that "another problem area which 
lacks even a primitive theory is that of finding error correcting pattern when a 
logic gate can short an input lead to ground or B+,  thereby causing all the other 
gates using this input to respond to an incorrect signal. Surely theoreticians should 
pay their respect o reality by studying this problem." This accusation is quite 
surprising since the author chose not to mention at all the work of Griesmer, 
Miller, and Roth, 3 which does investigate this very problem in a special case. 
The conclusions of the author are unsubstantiated and are even doubtful. The 
author designed a shift register, using four redundancy schemes, from AND, 
OR, and NOT elements and since in his particular design the triplication scheme 
used the least number of input lines, he concludes that triplication is the best 
scheme. Since cost of a circuit depends on the particular technology used, it is 
not clear how one example justifies the conclusion. Moreover, if the circuit in 
question is two AND gates followed by an OR gate, then quadded logic redundant 
1 j .  G. TRYON, Quadded Logic, Redundancy Techniques for Computing Sys- 
tems," R. H. Wilcox and W. C. Mann, eds. pp. 205-228. Spartan, Washington, 
D. C., 1962. 
2 E. F. MOORE AND C. E. SHANNON, Reliable circuits using less reliable relays. 
J .  Franklin Inst. 262 (1956), 191-208, 281-297. 
3 j .  H. GRIESMER, R. E. MILLER, AND J. P. ROTH, "The Design of Digital 
Circuits to Eliminate Catastrophic Failures, Redundancy Techniques for Com- 
puting Systems," R. It. Wilcox and W. C. Mann, eds., pp. 328-348. Spartan, 
Washington, D. C., 1962. 
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designs turns out to have fewer inputs than triplication (again using AND, OR 
and NOT elements). Furthermore, no mention was made of the cases when it is 
desirable to have more than a single error corrected. 
Each chapter of the book ends with a set of problems. The problems given are 
very routine and at best may help the reader in understanding the text--not 
stimulate him. Since most of the book (with the exception of Chapter VII) is 
written in a clear style, the problems do not seem to add much to the book. 
SAMUEL WINOGRAD 
IBM 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, New York 
ERRATA 
Concerning the article "Relational Phrase Structure Grammar and 
its Tentative Applications" which appeared in Volume 8, pp. 503-530, 
the author notes as follows: 
1. Definition 3.1.a on p. 520, line 13, should read: 
A phrase marker of the sentence a generated by a relational grammar 
(2, C ~, G~} is a phrase marker of the sentence a generated by the grammar 
2, such that satisfies the following conditions: 
For every system of vertices n, n j n j ~ (mj > 2, j  = 1, •. • , p, 1 , 2 , " " " ~ nmj ~. 
where p is the number of all the sequences of vertices ordered by the 
relation G1 defined in 1.2.d), if n /  ~-%, n~+li ~ %~ (s = 2, • . . ,  mj.), 
y-1 G2(nl , n~), where G2 is a weak relation of linear order defined in 1.2.d, 
if ~(n) C i, and if any sequence ~(nlJ)~(nj) J . . . .  ~(n~3.) belongs to 
L(G/ ) (1  < r < lc), then a k-tupIe of sequences (e(n[~)e(n~) . . .  
J l  32 J2 J2 , /nak ", /n~k'~ q~(nl )~(n2 ) ~(n~k)} be-  . .  ~(n~) ,  • . . . . .  ~(n~j~), • ~t ~ ;~  ) 
]ongs to L (G ~) (jr = j, and 1 -< j~ _-< p). 
2. The last two lines on p. 527, and lines 1, 2, 3, and4 on p. 528 should 
read: 
GP will then generate the folIowing quadruples: 
(S VP  V,~n , S VP  NP  N X,  S VP PP  Comp to, 
S VP PP  Comp S NP  N X),  
(S VP PP  Comp S VP Vt~u , S VP PP  Comp S VP NP  N X,  
S VP PP  Comp S VP PP  Comp to, S VP PP  Comp 
S VP PP  Comp S NP  N X),  
etc. 
3. On several pages: 
In no instance should boldface type be used; however, it is used in 
several places where symbols should appear under an arrow instead. 
For instance, line 4 from bottom on p. 507 should read: 
I f  G~.(n~, n2), then there is a vertex n3 such that n~, n2 E n~. 
